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Genesis of the individualGenesis of the individualGenesis of the individualGenesis of the individual

From the merger of a From the merger of a 
microscopic sperm and 
an egg in the darkness gg
of the fallopian tube 
arises an entity…



A i iti f I di id litA i iti f I di id litAcquisition of IndividualityAcquisition of Individuality
which gradually acquires self-wh ch gradually acqu res self

awareness and an identity all 
its own. ts own. 

.



Unlike other phenomenaUnlike other phenomenapp

We can’t dismiss it  as  We can t dismiss it  as  
another emergence like 
thunder,  volcano or  
wing from mutations.



Love and LaughterLove and LaughterLove and Laughter, Love and Laughter, 
Grief and SorrowGrief and Sorrow

For some all this is 
mere biochemistry.



Complexity of Human BodyComplexity of Human Body

The Self is present amidst a 
huge environment of g
molecules and organisms.



Biochemistry of PersonhoodBiochemistry of PersonhoodBiochemistry of PersonhoodBiochemistry of Personhood

One cannot deny the biochemical basis of One cannot deny the biochemical basis of 
personhood.



Facts and truthsFacts and truths
Facts are elements in the  Facts are elements in the  
external world.  Truths are 
interpretations interpretations 
of facts in the 
hypercomplex domain of hypercomplex domain of 
thoughts and ideas.

A vase or two faces?



KnowledgeKnowledge

Knowledge is a 
systematized systematized 
range of 
factsfacts.



InformationInformation

Information is 
knowledge that 
is useful in is useful in 
determining 
course of course of 
action.



First Order InformationFirst Order Information
The blind laws of physics leading to basic 

bi l id h b ll d Fibiology provide what may be called First 
Order Information.



Second Order InformationSecond Order Information
Second order info gives experience of 

joy and sorrow   and enables joy and sorrow,  and enables 
reflection (self-awareness). 



Third Order InformationThird Order Information

Revealed truths (scientific/religious) may 
be regarded as third order information.



ConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousness
Consciousness is 

awareness of 
knowledge and knowledge and 
information.



The SelfThe SelfThe SelfThe Self
The self is a 

focused focused 
center where 
consciousness consciousness 
resides in the 
universe.

Mysticism 
Is breaking Is breaking 
through the 
barrier of barrier of 
the self.



According to Current Scienceg
Consciousness is an emergent property 

f th  b iof the brain.



Brain is materialBrain is material
The brain is a complex of atoms and The brain is a complex of atoms and 

fatty molecules (matter).



Materialist viewMaterialist view
Since consciousness is an 

 f h  b   aspect of the brain, it 
has no spiritual 
si nific nc  Lif  is significance. Life is 
complex biochemistry, 



Resulting PerspectiveResulting PerspectiveResulting PerspectiveResulting Perspective
This means that
consciousness is an
anomaly  in they
universe. It will last
for as long as life lasts.f g f .



Anthropic Insignificance Anthropic Insignificance -- SizeSize

In sheer size we are insignificant.



Anthropic Insignificance Anthropic Insignificance ––p gp g
Physical PowerPhysical Power

The power of Nature isThe power of Nature is
far greater than all our
t h l itechnologies.



Anthropic Insignificance Anthropic Insignificance -- 33p gp g

Our longevity isOur longevity is 
not as great.



Purusha & PrakritiPurusha & PrakritiPurusha & PrakritiPurusha & Prakriti

Without 
i  th  consciousness the 

universe would be 
lik   t  h  like a stage where 
there is action, 
b t i   t  but in an empty 
auditorium



An AnalogyAn Analogygygy

Color is also associated 
with the brain.



Is Color an intrinsic aspect of theIs Color an intrinsic aspect of theIs Color an intrinsic aspect of the Is Color an intrinsic aspect of the 
Universe?Universe?

Color as a sophisticated recognition of 
aspects of the physical world that only a aspects of the physical world that only a 
complex brain can become aware of.



Anthropic Uniqueness: Anthropic Uniqueness: p qp q
Perception of Beauty Perception of Beauty 

With t h s th  Without humans there 
would be no patterns 
i  b tt fli s  ld  in butterflies, golden 
sunset, fragrance or 
t st  i  h  taste in honey. 



Anthropic Uniqueness: Artp q
There would be no art of sculpture.p



Anthropic Anthropic UniquessUniquess: : 
Music and Mathematics Music and Mathematics 

Without humans there would be no Music  Without humans there would be no Music  
or Mathematics.

exp(exp(iiππ) + 1 = 0) + 1 = 0exp(exp(iiππ) + 1  0) + 1  0



Anthropic UniquenessAnthropic Uniqueness 
Without humans there can be no philosophy.



Anthropic Uniqueness- 5p q
Without humans there would be no 

i   t h lscience or technology.



Impact on the UniverseImpact on the Universe

Planets now studied Planets now studied 
from here. from here. 

NonNon--stellar nuclear stellar nuclear 
fusionfusion



Awareness Of Intangible AspectsAwareness Of Intangible Aspects
Consciousness is the map on which the Consciousness is the map on which the 

subtle aspects of the physical universe 
(mathematics, music, laws) become ( )
manifest.



Brahman &Brahman & 
Universal Consciousness

Awareness of 
knowledge –
systems and y
perspectives.



Enlightenmentg
Awareness and experience of whatever is 

beautiful (art), ennobling (religion), and ( ) g ( g )
mind-expanding (science).

Satyam-shivam-sundaramy
veritas, bonitas-pulchritas.



Cosmic awarenessCosmic awareness

Could it be that the 
universe is aware of 
it lf? Th t th  i  itself? That there is 
a Cosmic Self?

Wh  k s?Who knows?



The Human Brain as a DetectorThe Human Brain as a Detector

Perhaps the brainPerhaps the brainPerhaps the brain Perhaps the brain 
acts as a receiver acts as a receiver 
of infoof info--bits from bits from o oo o b ts ob ts o

the universe. the universe. 



Hindu Vision of ConsciousnessHindu Vision of Consciousness
Brahman is the ultimate root of the entire 

universe past and present Our individualuniverse, past and present. Our individual 
conscious is its  pale reflection

BRAHMANBRAHMANP hP h BRAHMANBRAHMANPurushaPurusha
PrakritiPrakriti

JeevaatmanJeevaatman
mindmind

animate/inanimateanimate/inanimate
tries to understandtries to understand
throughthrough RELIGIONRELIGION

mindmind

tries to tries to 
understandunderstand

throughthrough SCIENCESCIENCEthroughthrough SCIENCESCIENCE



TranscendenceTranscendence
Beauty and colors so pleasing to the eye,Beauty and colors so pleasing to the eye,
Stars and planets in the dark sky, Stars and planets in the dark sky, 
The ratio in the circle denoted by pi,The ratio in the circle denoted by pi,
The surging of the seas and the marvel of the flyThe surging of the seas and the marvel of the flyThe surging of the seas and the marvel of the flyThe surging of the seas and the marvel of the fly

The splendor of the flowers that blossom and die:The splendor of the flowers that blossom and die:The splendor of the flowers that blossom and die: The splendor of the flowers that blossom and die: 
All these were there as eons rolled by.All these were there as eons rolled by.
But the plants and the trees, the beasts and the But the plants and the trees, the beasts and the 
birdsbirds
Described not these in rhymes or in words. Described not these in rhymes or in words. 

Nature and her laws were occult in the dark,  Nature and her laws were occult in the dark,  
Till consciousness came and lit them with its sparkTill consciousness came and lit them with its sparkTill consciousness came, and lit them with its spark.Till consciousness came, and lit them with its spark.
How did this happen, for what purpose and whence?How did this happen, for what purpose and whence?
Could the answer for this be in Transcendence?Could the answer for this be in Transcendence?




